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Celebrating innovation in water tech
Hydro Nation Award
recognises businesses
and collaboration
BY WILLIAM PEAKIN
Businesses in Scotland are being urged
to act now to embrace the economic
opportunity of sustainability through
the VIBES – Scottish Environment
Business Awards. The awards underline the need for urgent action to
address the environmental challenges
currently faced as well as highlighting
the potential business benefits which
this can deliver.
They include the Hydro Nation
Award which recognises businesses,
partnerships and collaborations that
have specifically developed innovative
products, practices or services in the
area of water treatment and water
technology.
Last year’s Hydro Nation Award winner was The Glenmorangie Company.

Its distillery in Tain is the home of Glenmorangie Single Malt Scotch Whisky.
The company’s DEEP Project enhances
water quality and biodiversity within
the Dornoch Firth through a combination of waste treatment and the regeneration of a biogenic oyster reef.
New research from the awards,
which are now open, found that 81% of
previous finalists and winners who had
already implemented environmental
improvements had also seen significant financial benefits with 44% saving
more than £10,000 and 17% saving
over £50,000 in a year.
As well as saving money and enhancing their environmental performance,
businesses employing sustainable
practices are reaping the benefits of an
engaged workforce, positive working
culture and improved competitiveness
as well as contributing towards a better
economy and society as a whole.
This is something that organisers
want to bring to the attention of Scotland’s businesses through the annual
awards which aim to recognise and

reward businesses that are championing sustainability by identifying ways to
tackle the impact on the planet by reducing consumption on its resources.
This could be anything from increasing
recycling and waste management to
reducing utility consumption.
Commenting on the awards, Environment Secretary Roseanna Cunningham, said: “The Scottish Government
has a clear vision for a low carbon
Scotland. We want to build a country
which trains, attracts, and retains the
businesses and the innovators who will
shape the low carbon transition. We
have been proud partners of VIBES
for almost 20 years, and events such as
this are important for the celebrating
the positive connections which exist between our environment and economy.”
Applications for the 2018 awards
close at 5pm on the 27 April. This year
there are nine award categories; Management Large, Management SME,
Green Team, Sustainable and Active
Travel, Circular Economy, Environmental Product or Service, Innovation,

Hydro Nation Water Innovation, and a
Micro Business Award.
A Climate Adaptation commendation is also being introduced this year,
in partnership with Adaptation Scotland, and will reward a business that
has demonstrated managing climate
related risks or has created a product
or service to help society adapt.
Businesses interested in finding out
more about the free awards will have
the opportunity to hear from previous
winners at a series of regional information events. A roadshow is taking place
across Scotland and includes:
l 10 April 2018: Inverness, Highlands
and Islands Enterprise (An Lòchran,
Inverness Campus, Inverness IV2 5NB)
4-6pm.
l 11 April 2018: Aberdeen, EC-OG
(Davidson House, Aberdeen Innovation Park, Balgownie Road, Bridge of
Don, Aberdeen AB22 8GT) 3-5pm.
l 16 April 2018: Scottish Borders,
Greenvale AP (Craigswalls, Duns TD11
3PZ) 3-5pm.
l 18 April 2018: Perth, Glaze and Save

(Unit 9 Mercian Buildings Shore Road,
Perth PH2 8BD 4-6pm.
Award sponsors to include Adaptation Scotland, Energy Saving Trust,
Greenvale AP, Scottish Government,
ScottishPower and University of
Stirling Management School. The 2018
Awards will be held on 14 November at
The Radisson Hotel, Glasgow.
VIBES - Scottish Environment Business Awards is a strategic partnership
between the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency, Scottish Government, Scottish Water, Scottish
Enterprise, Highland and Islands
Enterprise, Zero Waste Scotland and
the Energy Saving Trust. The Awards
are supported by CBI Scotland, the
Institute of Directors, the Federation of
Small Businesses, Bright Green Business, Quality Scotland and the Scottish
Council for Development and Industry.
For more information on VIBES - Scottish Environment Business Awards or
to obtain an application form, please
visit www.vibes.org.uk.
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Harnessing
data for
customer
benefit
Scotland’s CMA has
shown the way for UK
governance of the retail
market in water
BY WILLIAM PEAKIN
The move to improve data quality and
ensure water customers are billed
accurately has been led in Scotland by
the Central Market Agency (CMA).
Ten years ago, the water industry
north of the border underwent a
ground-breaking structural change
that resulted in a unique model for
the delivery of water services to businesses. The 2005 Water Services etc.
(Scotland) Act made provision for
the separation of Scottish Water into
wholesale and retail businesses.
It also required that the retail
activities, whether provided by Scottish
Water’s retail business or any other
company wishing to provide these
services, should be subject to a licence,
granted by the water industry regulator, the Water Industry Commission
for Scotland (WICS).
Although at the time this legislation
went largely un-noticed, it facilitated
the creation of the first water retail
market in the world and meant that
business customers in Scotland could
choose their supplier of water and
wastewater services.
While Scottish Water retained
responsibility for the physical supply
of water and removal of wastewater,
different suppliers could compete to
carry out retail activities such as billing
and meter reading.
“The opening of the water market
in Scotland threw a spotlight on the

information that was being used to bill
customers,” said CMA chief executive
Jeremy Atkinson. “Inevitably we found
the errors and omissions that are seen
in all utility industries. In response, we
led the efforts to improve data quality
and thereby ensure that customers are
billed accurately.”
Responsibility for data completeness
and accuracy resides with participating
companies. Customer-centred data
tends to be the responsibility of the socalled Licensed Providers (see panel),
while asset-centre data tends to be the
responsibility of Scottish Water. The
CMA’s role is to provide the systems
that handle and process market data.
However, early on the CMA’s Board
took the view that if data quality issues
were left unresolved it would reflect
poorly on the market and everyone
involved, not just the responsible
party. The Board decided that as an
independent central body, the CMA
was perfectly positioned to take the
initiative on improving matters.
Not only did it successfully run data
improvement projects in its own right,
the CMA also proved to be the catalyst
for individual participants stepping
up their own efforts. The CMA also
developed a purpose-built computer
system and associated business processes, known as Central Systems, to
help participants by providing some
validation of data as they enter it into
the data base.
In April last year, a water market
opened in England. All the key players
in Scotland were closely involved in its
establishment; the arrangements in
Scotland were taken as a starting point,
and then adapted for the regional
structure of the industry in England.
“It was a testament to our success

The opening of the water market in
Scotland threw a spotlight on the
information that was being used to
bill customers

About the CMA

that the market arrangements, the
governance, and the market administrator were all closely modelled on
the arrangements in Scotland,” said
Atkinson.
Last year, the CMA appointed
former Scottish Environment Protection Agency chair David Sigsworth
as its new chairman. “Coming from a
utilities background I am fully aware of
the challenges posed in these industries,” said Sigsworth, “and I have been
impressed by the reliability and quality
of the calculations we undertake.”
Compared with the water market in
Scotland and England, systems used to
administer the electricity and gas markets look out of date. For a business
customer to change their electricity or
gas supplier it can take a couple weeks.
In water it is a couple of days, and the
limiting factor is the business process
which allows the existing supplier time
to object, as opposed to the system
itself.
“I have been struck by the fact that
the CMA has accumulated a wealth
of experience and expertise,” added
Sigsworth. “One of my objectives is to
find ways of creating value from all this
both for the business and for Scotland.”

Just as in the gas and electricity industries, the market is governed by a
series of codes and agreements. The
Operational Code sets out how Scottish Water and the suppliers, known
formally as Licensed Providers,
coordinate to ensure that physical activities such as new connections and
meter installations are carried out.
The Market Code establishes the
rules for participation in the market,
covering what information must be
provided by who and when. Although
the Central Market Agency (CMA)
was established by the WICS, its duties, obligations and governance are
all documented in the Market Code
(available on the CMAs website).
The CMA is an independent
not-for-profit business, set up
to administer the market. It was
established as a company limited by
guarantee (CLG), and its members
are the participants in the market,
both Licensed Providers and Scottish
Water.
The CMA operates a purpose-built
computer system and associated
business processes, known collectively as the ‘Central Systems’, to ensure
that the market operates on a day-

to-day basis. This involves keeping a
record of which Licensed Provider is
responsible for the services delivered
to each business customer, and then
calculating the amount that the Licensed Provider owes Scottish Water
in wholesale charges.
With 225 thousand commercial
properties in Scotland, that involves
processing a lot of data in the form of
meter reads, rateable values, connection sizes, and various allowances and
serial numbers. The data and information held in the Central Systems is
continually updated and maintained
through electronic transactions
received from market participants.
The market has been in operation
now for ten years. There are currently 25 Licensed Providers delivering water and wastewater services
to business customers in Scotland.
Many offer value-added services such
as consolidated billing for multi-site
customers, water efficiency audits
and conservation measures. Details
of these business are available on
the Scotland on Tap website run by
WICS.
www.scotlandontap.gov.uk

Canals provide capacity for 21st century flood protection
Scotland’s 250-year-old canals were
once the thoroughfares that stoked
the fires of the Industrial Revolution –
transport arteries that carried goods,
passengers and life all over the nation
and transformed the communities on
their banks.
Their use may have changed but,
more than two centuries since they
were first carved across the Lowlands
and Highlands of Scotland, the nation’s canals remain at the forefront of
innovation. From the revolutionary engineering of The Falkirk Wheel to the
soaring steel icons of The Kelpies, they
continue to deliver lasting, positive

change for the communities on their
banks – and a new water management
project in the heart of Glasgow is set to
continue that legacy.
As the world strives to prevent the
damaging effects of extreme weather
and flooding, canals are a vast untapped
infrastructure for capturing, storing and
transporting unwanted surface water.
The still, serene Forth & Clyde Canal
in Glasgow is set to play a dramatic
new role as a component of a dynamic
stormwater management system – the
North Glasgow Integrated Water Management System (NGIWMS).
Developed by AECOM with Scottish

Canals, Glasgow City Council and
Scottish Water, the project is a fusion
of modern technology and historic
infrastructure that will use a range of
remote sensors and meteorological
forecasting data to enable real-time
management of the canal’s water
levels. The system allows the canal
to be pre-emptively lowered by up to
10cm in advance of extreme weather,
providing as much as 4.2 million
litres of additional drainage capacity.
Traditional infrastructure to manage
such a volume of water would cost in
the region of £10 million – significantly
more than the canal solution.

By using canals in ways the engineers that built them could never have
imagined, the NGIWMS project will
unlock the development and regeneration of 260 hectares of land in the
north of Glasgow, bringing tangible
socioeconomic benefits to the city and
supporting the Scottish Government’s
Hydro Nation aspirations.
While today the waterways are
home to cyclists and social enterprises
rather than coal scows and Clydesdale
horses, they continue to drive regeneration and positive transformation
through innovation – much like they
did two centuries ago.
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Looking
forward
25 years
Five million customers
consulted on their
billion litre-plus a day
water service
BY WILLIAM PEAKIN
The future of Scotland’s vital water
and waste water services is the focus
of a consultation which communities throughout the country are
being asked to take part in. Scottish
Water, the country’s publicly-owned
utility, has asked for the views of its
five million-plus customers to help
determine how it can continue to
deliver more than a billion litres of
water a day over the next 25 years.
The company, the fourth largest
water and waste water utility in
the UK, also processes 945 million
litres daily of waste water which it
treats before returning safely to the
environment.
Faced with a number of strategic challenges and issues over the
coming decades, the results of the
consultation will inform Scottish
Water’s priorities for customers
until 2046. Customers are being
asked to participate through www.
yourwater.scot where they can find
out more about Scottish Water’s
ambitions for the next 25 years and
complete the survey.
Douglas Millican, Scottish
Water’s Chief Executive, said: “To
keep delivering a world-class water
service, we must take a long-term
view.
“It is essential that we seek to understand the likely future challenges
and opportunities, making the
right choices to support the needs
of current and future customers. I
look forward to hearing views from
customers on our ambitions.”
THERE ARE three key ambitions
which the utility wants to hear from
customers on:
l Delivering a consistently leading
customer experience
l Keeping customer prices low
by driving further innovation and
efficiency through smart investment
choices
l Increasing the reliability,
resilience and sustainability of our
services to new and emerging challenges
Full details of the ambitions are
set out in a new publication – Shaping the Future – and highlight how
Scottish Water aims to focus on
delivering high quality, great-tasting

drinking water, manage and treat
waste water, reduce rainwater
entering sewers and protect the
environment.
Customers are being asked to
also consider how Scottish Water
supports growth in Scotland’s
economy and population through
expansion of its infrastructure and
networks.
The organisation is also seeking
views on how it becomes more
resource efficient, low carbon and
socially sustainable. Issues such as
the impact of climate change and
the challenges and opportunities
presented by digital transformation
and innovation will be factors in
Scottish Water’s activities.
The consultation is open until
August and responses will help
form Scottish Water’s planning for
the future.
VISITORS TO events later this year
including the Royal Highland Show,
the Ideal Home Show, and Belladrum Tartan Heart music festival,
will be able to participate in person
in the consultation. Work will be
undertaken in rural and island communities to promote the consultation and encourage participation.
Mr Millican added: “In preparing
our proposals we have researched
customer views on the services we
provide and have examined the
trends and driver of change looking
ahead towards the middle of this
century. The world is changing at a
dramatic pace and customers will
remain at the heart of our business.
“We are a leading utility and
proud that Scottish households
trust their water services more than
any other consumer sector. But we
are ambitious to do more and to
reach a level where our services are
truly reliable and sustainable for
future generations.”

“To keep
delivering a
world-class
water service,
we must take a
long-term view”
Douglas Millican
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The tunnel will
increase capacity
in the waste water
network across
Glasgow’s southside, improving river
water quality and
reducing flood risk.
Meanwhile, work
is ongoing building
the resilience of
Ayrshire and East
Renfrewshire’s water
network.
Pictures: SNS /
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Investing in the future
The legacy of Scotland’s Victorian
water pioneers is being carried into
the 21st century through a multi-billion-pound investment programme to
deliver infrastructure which will serve
customers for decades to come, writes
William Peakin.
The supply of clear, fresh drinking
water at the turn of last century placed
Scotland at the forefront of innovation, engineering and public health.
Scottish Water – as the custodian of
the country’s modern-day water supplies and waste water treatment – is
investing £3.9bn over the current
six-year investment period which runs
until 2021.
Next year alone, the utility will
invest £700m in capital projects
throughout the country. Those projects, large and small, urban and rural,
will deliver increased capacity into the
network of more than 60,000 miles
of water and sewer pipes that keep
Scotland’s water cycle flowing.
During 2017, £640m was invested
on a wide range of projects ranging
from new water treatment works, sewer upgrades and the introduction of
innovative new technology to decrease
Scottish Water’s carbon footprint.
And as the Shaping the Future
consultation – setting the priorities
and ambitions for the next quarter of a
century – rolls out, both business and
domestic customers are being asked to
take part and ensure the legacy is carried forward for decades to come.
Major projects in communities
included a new water treatment works
at Oban, a waste treatment works
at Inverurie using ground-breaking
technology, and the replacement of a

Victorian-era sewer in Edinburgh as
part of a wider programme of capacitybuilding.
One of the biggest civil engineering
projects ever undertaken by Scottish
Water – the 3.1 mile-long Shieldhall
Tunnel – reached a significant milestone in October 2017 when tunnelling
operations concluded in Queen’s Park
after 16 months of boring beneath
Glasgow’s surface.
The tunnel will provide increased
capacity in the waste water network
across large swathes of the south-side
of Glasgow, improved river water quality and reduction in flooding. Delivered
through Costain Vinci Joint Venture,
many hundreds of workers from
contractors in Scotland and beyond –
including specialists involved in tunnelling projects around the world – have
been involved in the £100m project.
Work is ongoing on building the
resilience of the water network in
Ayrshire and East Renfrewshire in a
£120m project which will benefit more
than 200,000 customers. It will allow
Scottish Water to maintain supply and
respond more effectively when issues
do happen such as burst mains.
But it’s not just Scotland’s heavilypopulated urban areas which are
benefitting from investment. A £10m
waste water project in Stromness has
just been completed which will see
customer and environmental improvements delivered.
A Scottish Water spokesman said:
“Keeping our customers in supply with
fresh, clear and clean drinking water
is a vital part of what we do. Delivering more than 1.3 billion litres a day to
customers depends on an infrastruc-

ture network which is both resilient
and reliable.
“The Shieldhall Tunnel project is
literally the single biggest upgrade
to Glasgow’s waste water network in
more than a century. The team delivering it are absolutely aware of the Victorian legacy they are building upon.
“The investment we’re committing
to water main upgrades and sewer replacement involves a workforce which
stretches beyond just Scottish Water.
We have an expansive supply chain
of alliance and delivery partners with
more than 3000 people employed by
companies who work with us to deliver
these improvements.
“As a key player in Scotland’s civil
engineering infrastructure, including
through our work with house builders,
the construction and development sector and connecting new business and
domestic customers to the network,
Scottish Water has a significant effect
on the country’s economy.
“We strive to deliver all of this at a
cost which is as low as possible for our
customers and sensitive to environmental impact.
“The logistical scale of what Scottish
Water does, around the clock, seven
days a week, is hugely significant. The
water we supply powers business and
industry. Our domestic customers use
on average 150 litres of water a day –
almost without even thinking about it.
“Shaping the Future provides all
of our customers and stakeholders –
domestic and business or across the
various groups who have an interest in
what we do – with a real chance to help
us deliver on our ambitions for the
decades to come.”

EFFICIENT.
ACCURATE.
RELIABLE.

The Central Market Agency processes water industry data for 225,000 commercial
properties in Scotland. Read more about how the CMA ensures the integrity of the
water market serving Scottish businesses at futurescot.com/central-market-agency

